
     

  

    Closing Questions and Statements 
We all know for most of our clients, the realisation and acknowledgement that they need care 
is a huge step for them, as is the decision about where to move. 
 
As trusted advisers, we want what is best for our clients and although this is a huge decision 
it is our job to move them forward at the end of the tour to ensure we close the deal.  
 
Here are some closing questions and statements which will assist you in closing your deals.  It 
is highly important to create the next step toward a sale before your client jumps in the car 
and drives away! 
 

ASK… 
 “Can you see yourself living in one of our beautiful units/apartments and becoming a part of our family?” “When are 

you moving in?” 

 “When is the rest of the family free?”  “When can we lock in a time for you all to join me for lunch and a tour?” 
“What does ____day sound like to you?” 

 “My job is to help you find the right place for this step in your aging journey – be it with __________ or elsewhere.” 
“What can I do right now to help you and your family move to the next stage of making this decision?” 

 

STATE… 
 “I realise I have provided you with a lot of information today.  Most people have a few questions once they go home 

and sit down and go back over everything.  What I generally suggest is to write these questions down as you and 
your family think of them and I will call you on ____day morning to clarify what you need to know.” 

 



     

  

 
 

 “I know you are at the beginning stages of looking around and have other appointments this week to look at 
alternative options.” “I will call you on Tuesday of next week just to check in and see how you are going, and answer 
any questions you have.” 

TENSION QUESTIONS:  
A tension question is where they are on the fence and you stand a good chance of losing them – go for broke! 
 
“My job is not to sell you __________, my job is to give you all the information I can, to help you make an informed 
decision. You mentioned that the reason you phone __________, was that you still wanted your independence, with the 
option of 24/7 nursing care should your require it.  I am just curious, if you choose not to go with __________, what are 
your options? What other service providers will be able to meet your needs?” 

“What are the benefits of prolonging this decision? What will change between now and…?” 

“I am just curious as to whether you have given much thought to the consequences of delaying this decision?  

PAUSE and WAIT for answer… then  
“We see families in your situation all the time. They, understandably delay making this decision as the fear of change is real 
for everyone, including myself. Sadly, the decision is sometimes made for them, and they find themselves in a position of 
crisis and the luxury of choice is no longer available. I really don’t want to see your beautiful folks, mum, dad, in this 
position. What is the one thing I can do for you right now that will help you make this decision?”  
 
“When you phoned __________ for the first time, it was because you were really concerned for mum’s health, is that 
correct? We now seem to be having a conversation around money and not the ability to meet mum’s health care needs. 
Might I just check in with you, what is the major priority here; finding the most affordable solution or finding the solutions 
that best meet mum’s health care needs?” 


